Introduction:
Introduction:
The use of portable wireless technology has increased dramatically over the past few 
Discussion:
Figure 2 shows a comparison of IPL data for B-757 VOR and B-737 VOR/LOC. In both cases, the aircraft antennas are located on the tip of the aircraft tail and are horizontally polarized.
In the figures, the x-axis represents the window locations from window #1 to the end of the airplane (#33 in B-737, #53 in B-757); while the y-axis represents the test locations within the rows, where "W-h" represents window location in horizontal polarization to "I-h" represents aisle, also in horizontal polarization. The y-axis also includes window through aisle data in vertical polarization as well. The z-axis, represented by the color bar on the right of the plots, represents pathloss in dB, where the red regions represent areas of greatest coupling (lowest pathloss), while the blue regions represents lesser coupling.
In the case of B-757 VOR, the regions of greatest coupling occur in the row of windows #20 to #25. Two emergency exits are located at #23 and #24, which are the source of leakage for this particular system. Figure 2 (right) shows the results previously obtained for VOR/LOC system antenna on B-737. These results are interesting because the greatest levels of coupling are just forward of the over-wing exits on both airplanes. In both cases, highest coupling would have been hypothesized to be at the rear exit of the aircraft, closest to the VOR antenna location. On the B-737, the greatest levels of coupling are present alongside the windows located in the front of the aircraft. Therefore, it is seen that although the antenna locations of B-757 VOR and B-737 VOR/LOC are similar, the interference patterns for the two airplanes differ in their dependence upon polarization. It's also important to note that maximum coupling occurs inside the cabin, away from the windows. (However, this data does not include window and door IPL sweeps.)
The second objective was to compare the effects of mounting an antenna for a given frequency band at two different aircraft locations. The LOC system shares the VOR antenna located on the tip of the tail on B-737, as noted previously; however, the LOC antenna is located separately inside the nose radome of the B-757. Figure 3 (left) shows the IPL data obtained on B-circle, located in nose) and VOR (blue star, located on tail) systems on the same aircraft.
Although the antennas are located on the opposite sides of the aircraft (nose vs. tail), the IPL measurements along the windows are amazingly close to each other in both polarizations. The greatest coupling values for both systems occur near the L1 and L3 doorways as well as near the emergency exits (#23, #24). A slight peak in coupling also occurs near the L2 doorway (#14).
For the B-737, in which the VOR/LOC system is located on the tip of the tail, the IPL data from horizontal polarization does not deviate much from -65 dB; however, much deviation can be observed in vertical polarization (Figure 3, right) . Comparison of the LOC (red lines in left column) vs. the LOC in B-737 shows that when the location of the same system is changed (LOC in nose of B-757 while in tail of B-737), the overall IPL pattern changes across the windows of the aircraft in horizontal polarization; however, the results from vertical polarization produce the same locations for the peak values of coupling: near the doors and emergency exit(s).
Conclusion and Future Work:
The results from this paper will be incorporated in fuzzy modeling of EMI patterns on structurally different aircraft. Fuzzy logic methods may provide a means to assess IPL characteristics of aircraft that have not been subject to expensive measurement or modeling processes and may also be useful for estimating the merit of aircraft design changes intended to minimize the potential for EMI. The author would like to thank Delta Airlines for their support in the test taking process and analysis. 
